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Ethernet BroadbandEthernet Broadband

Local Area Network (LAN):Local Area Network (LAN):

A computer network that interconnects devices within a confined domain, such as a campus or
building, allowing shared data access and communication between network-enabled hardware.

 The vast majority of LANs link machines together using either Ethernet- or WiFi-based technology.

Wide Area Network (WAN):Wide Area Network (WAN):

A computer network that isn't localized to a specific area or domain, connecting devices across
any number of LANs. The Internet is a giant WAN.

Broadband:Broadband:

High-speed Internet services that, unlike dial-up connections, stay online whether or not
devices are currently utilizing network access. Traditional (wireline) broadband uses a network
of physical infrastructure -- coaxial cable or optical fiber lines more often than not.

Ethernet:Ethernet:

A computer networking standard that governs the transmission of data across physical LAN
connections (via Ethernet cables). Different standards have evolved to reflect the faster speeds
provided by newer technologies, such as coaxial versus fiber-optic cabling for example,
resulting in the advancement of categorizations.

10/ 100 Ethernet:10/ 100 Ethernet:

The former standard in Ethernet transfer rates until GB Ethernet, 10/ 100 refers to the two
speeds made available to hardware connected via this type of cable (measured in megabits per
second [Mbps]). Many legacy systems weren't capable of utilizing the 100 Mbps100 Mbps connection
offered by Category 5 Ethernet so Cat-5 cables were designed to be backward-compatible with
the previous 10 Mbps10 Mbps standard rate of transmission as well (Category 3).

GB Ethernet:GB Ethernet:

The current standard (Cat 5e or Cat 6) for commercially available Ethernet connections is 1,0001,000
MbpsMbps -- or 1 Gbps -- commonly referred to as Gigabit Ethernet, GbE, or 1 GigE. These cables and
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ports are also backward compatible with 10/ 100 Ethernet devices that cannot leverage the GbE
connection.

RJ45 Connector:RJ45 Connector:

Ethernet interfaces use the RJ45 plug and jack to establish physical connections. Registered jack
(RJ) is the interface designated for connecting telecommunications or data equipment.

WiFi:WiFi:

A technology standard for the wireless transmission of data, allowing WiFi-enabled devices to
connect to a LAN without having to establish a physical Ethernet connection.

 While both WiFi and cellular data are referred to as "wireless" technologies, they are NOTNOT the same.
Read more about WWAN (cellular WAN connections) hereRead more about WWAN (cellular WAN connections) here..

Internet Service Provider (ISP):Internet Service Provider (ISP):

An organization responsible for connecting their segment of network infrastructure with the
larger Internet as a whole. There are three tiers of ISPs:

Tier 1 --Tier 1 -- The "backbone" of the Internet. These ISPs own and operate self-sufficient WAN hubs
that allow tier-1 carriers to transmit voice and data services for their customers without the aid
of external/ third-party resources.

 AT&T and Verizon are examples of Tier 1 ISPs.

Tier 2 --Tier 2 -- Any ISP that cannot provide comprehensive Internet connectivity unless their network
is "peered" with tier-1 transit providers. While these companies own and operate segments of
infrastructure, they are not 100% self-sufficient.

Tier 3 --Tier 3 -- Providers that deliver Internet access via arrangements with tier-1 or tier-2 operators;
they possess no Internet infrastructure of their own.
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Networking FundamentalsNetworking Fundamentals

Performance MetricsPerformance Metrics

Bandwidth:Bandwidth:

A measurement for the hypothetical rate at which data could travel over a network as dictated
by the transmission medium being engaged (e.g. fiber, cellular, or DSL).

Unit of Measure:Unit of Measure: bits per second, commonly reflected in kilobits per second (Kbps) or (Mbps).

Latency:Latency:

Any sort of delay (lag) that occurs during the transmission of data. All transfers have lag
because of the inherent constraints of a signal traversing its physical medium over any given
distance.

Lag is introduced by other factors as well, including the number of connected users and the
complexity of requests being processed over the network.

Unit of Measure:Unit of Measure: seconds, usually milliseconds (ms).

Throughput:Throughput:

The actual observed rate at which data travels through a network over a set amount of time.
This is limited by both latency and bandwidth as well as a variety of contextual variables.

Throughput can be thought of as the observable, real-world rate of data transmission
(bandwidth) determined with network overhead taken into consideration.

Unit of Measure:Unit of Measure: bits per second, commonly reflected in kilobits per second (Kbps) or (Mbps).

IP Addresses:IP Addresses:

As the specific address used to locate a device on a network, an Internet Protocol (IP) address is
a unique identifier much like a mailing address. There are many technological standards
currently regulating IP addresses that may be relevant depending on the context.

IPv4 vs IPv6:

The most prevalent syntax for IP addresses is currently IPv4IPv4. Devices are given a numerical IP
address when they connect to a network, thereby "mapping" each device as a reachable
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endpoint on the Internet or local network. An IPv4 address is formated as #.#.#.# (where # can
be anywhere from 0 to 255).

 It is important to note that there is a limited number of IPv4 addresses -- due to the fixed mathematical
constraints of listing a number, "#," from 0 to 255 four times sequentially -- nearly 4.3 billion unique,
assignable IPs in total. The rate of depletion for IPv4 addresses correlates directly to amount of Internet-
enabled devices seeking connections.

IPv6IPv6 alleviates IPv4 address exhaustion. It is a 128-bit address format (whereas IPv4 was 32-bit),

meaning the maximum number of IPv6 addresses is over 7.9 x 1028 times greater than the
number of addresses available using IPv4. Its syntax is alphanumeric (technically hexadecimal) -
- formatted as eight groups of four characters -- 2001:0db8:85a3:0000:0000:8a2e:0370:7334 for
example.

Private vs Public IPs:

IP addresses are assigned differently when a device is connected to a LAN as opposed to a
WAN. This difference in setting (LAN vs WAN) establishes whether an IP address can be
considered private or public.

PrivatePrivate IPs are strictly distributed to devices on a LAN. Since local networks are only reachable
by devices with a direct connection to that network, these private addresses only need to be
unique within the LAN itself. This means that all LANs may leverage the same private IPs
(internally). It is with this in mind that the following range of IPv4 addresses have been reserved
for private/ LAN use:

RFC1918 NameRFC1918 Name IP Address RangeIP Address Range Number of AddressesNumber of Addresses

24-bit block 10.0.0.0 – 10.255.255.255 16,777,216

20-bit block 172.16.0.0 – 172.31.255.255 1,048,576

16-bit block 192.168.0.0 –
192.168.255.255

65,536

 If you see an IP address that falls within the ranges listed above, it is the privateprivate address of a device
connected to a LAN.

PublicPublic IPs are used to assign WAN endpoints. Unlike private addresses, they are globally
routable and used for communication between hosts on the Internet and WAN gateways that
feed into the various LANs distributed across the world (such as the router you're likely
connected to right now). Any address that isn't assigned for private use is considered public.
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Static vs Dynamic IPs:

A StaticStatic IPIP is reserved by the network for a particular device. This means that the device with a
static IP will be reachable by the same address every time. The opposite of a static IP is a
DynamicDynamic IPIP, which implies IP addresses are being assigned to devices based off of availability
(i.e. if a laptop is shut down, the machine's IP will be released and reassigned to another device
that joins the network, and the laptop itself will likely have a new IP once it comes online again).
This can be problematic for network engineers because they often rely upon static routes that
need to deal with fixed variables.

 Only the ISP can supply a static public IP, and there is typically a surcharge (cost varies provider to
provider).

Network Address Translation (NAT):

Data must be routed through a public IP for it to flow between LAN and WAN environments.
Network Address Translation (NAT)Network Address Translation (NAT) is the method through which private (LAN) IPs are mapped
to a public-facing (WAN) address so traffic can pass to and from the local network and the
Internet.

This technique helps combat the scarcity of IPv4 addresses through one-to-many NATing,
where one Internet-routable (public) IP address is mapped to multiple LAN endpoints -- NAT
makes it so private networks don't need a public IP for every LAN-connected device that
requires Internet access.

IP Passthrough

The opposite of NAT, where a connected device is assigned the IP directly obtained from the
ISP. A device connected via IP Passthrough forfeits LAN access for direct WAN connectivity.

Common Network Appliances:Common Network Appliances:

Routers:Routers:

Routers handle network traffic as well as the assignment of IP addresses in most common
configurations. Devices connected to a router may receive a private IP address and are all
considered part of the same LAN; devices can connect over Ethernet or WiFi.
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Modems:Modems:

Occasionally supplied by ISPs, a modem provides Internet access by transmitting data to and
from a connected device via the modem's interface. Traditional (wireline) modems use a
physical connection as the interface medium -- a coaxial or fiber-optic cable in most cases --
while cellular (wireless) modems rely upon radio frequency (RF) signal.

Standalone modems are not commonplace since most ISPs supply routers with built-in
broadband interfaces. The Internet access supplied by a modem can give WAN access directly
to a single device, or multiple devices when fed through a router.

 WAN Failover is accomplished by having a backup Internet connection ready to kick in should the
primary means of WAN access go offline. A second modem is required to facilitate this.

NOTE:NOTE: Whether built into a second router appliance or existing as a standalone device, two modems are
needed.

Switches:Switches:

A switch is a network appliance that houses multiple Ethernet ports but does not handle any
sort of routing. These devices are used to expand the number of ports available to a router
without requiring a replacement router to acquire more ports (since switches are less
expensive).

Firewalls:Firewalls:

Hardware firewalls are purpose-built appliances designed to provide network security. While
some degree of control and protection can be achieved using the features included in a
traditional router, advanced applications will begin to strain the resources of said router. A
dedicated firewall can be installed to gain additional security precautions.

MAC Addresses:MAC Addresses:

A media access control (MAC) address is a unique identifier associated with a device's network
interface; they are assigned by the hardware manufacturer and are static by nature. As
equipment joins a network, the IP address obtained from the ISP (or LAN router) becomes
associated with a MAC address belonging to each connected device.
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All network-enabled electronics -- computers, cell phones, printers, firewalls, etc. -- have at least one
MAC address, including Accelerated LTE Routers.

Firmware:Firmware:

HardwareHardware consists of the physical components belonging to a digital system. SoftwareSoftware is the set
of instructions that spell out how that system can function.

FirmwareFirmware, in turn, is the underlying logic that ensures each hardware component is capable of
properly fulfilling the instructions provided by software.

Data Center:Data Center:

A centralized location for network infrastructure. At smaller locations, this could be a
telecommunications ("telco") closet or an on-site server room. Larger enterprises have off-site
data centers that are managed remotely. A hardened data center is designed to stay online in
the face of catastrophic events.

As more and more services migrate "to the cloud" (by way of Office 365, OneDrive, etc.)
businesses are moving away from on-site data centers, and even letting go of internally
managed remote data centers, for subscription-based Infrastructure-as-a-Service.
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Cellular BroadbandCellular Broadband

Radio FrequenciesRadio Frequencies

Cellular networks broadcast data over radio frequenciesradio frequencies (RF) capable of carrying information to
and from devices as wireless signal. The entire range of frequencies is collectively called the RFRF
spectrumspectrum, and frequencies are measured in hertz -- typically megahertz (MHz) or gigahertz
(GHz) for cellular signal ranges.

Low frequenciesLow frequencies broadcast over long distances but data travels at a slower rate along its signal
when compared to high frequencieshigh frequencies, which offer greater transmission speeds while being
limited to shorter distances.

BandsBands

Frequency bands are intervals (as in set ranges) of spectrum. Specific RF bands are designated
for particular technologies and applications that are agreed upon internationally.

Bands set aside for cellular communication are sold or leased to cellular service operators to
provide the transmission medium for their wireless networks. The fragmented nature of RF
spectrum has led to frequency ranges being divided into bands that are bought and sold as
infrastructure, creating a competitive landscape for cellular airtime.

ChannelsChannels

Channels (sometimes referred to as carriers) are individual frequencies that, when grouped
together, form a cellular band. When a mobile device connects to its network, the connection is
established over a particular band. The band's channels serve as lanes over which data can flow
-- in this analogy the band would be a road that contains the lanes used for transmission (the
channels).

Carrier AggregationCarrier Aggregation

Carrier aggregation is a technology developed for LTE-Advanced mobile devices that combines
channels into a single carrier signal. When discussing carrier aggregation, the channels being
aggregated are referred to as component carriers (CCs). When two carriers are combined, it
doubles a connection's usable bandwidth, drastically increasing the rate of transfer.

Most cellular networks can only accommodate the aggregation of two CCs currently -- this is
2xCarrier Aggregation (or 2CA). Some service providers are in early stages of 3CA deployment,
and LTE-A standards establish a theoretical maximum of five CCs (5CA).
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 The 6350-SR is Accelerated's first device to support carrier aggregation (2CA).

dBmdBm

An abbreviation for decibel-milliwatts, dBm is the unit of measure for the strength of the signals
received by mobile devices. Quality of reception directly affects throughput for a cellular
interface so it is important to maximize the availability of strong connections.

Decibel-milliwatts are notated as negative numbers, with larger numbers (closer to 0) indicating
a stronger signal. This value then correlates to the signal bar visualization commonly displayed
on cellular devices. Please refer to the table below for an approximation of how dBms relate to
signal strength indicators.

AntennasAntennas

Electronics require antennas to convert data into RF signals (and vice versa). They are coupled
with radio transmitters and/or receivers to process the information that is carried over cellular
bands. Antenna design and functionality has evolved over time.

External AntennasExternal Antennas

An antenna can be concealed within the casing of a device, as seen with most smart phones.
Internal antennas are potentially more prone to interference due to the close grouping of
electrical components.
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External antennas help alleviate this problem by maximizing a device's natural reach. Instead of
sitting inside the device directly next to the modem or transceiver, they screw into place using
SMA connectors and protrude from the equipment (think "rabbit ears").

MIMOMIMO

Multiple-Input and Multiple-Output (MIMO) technology expands the throughput capacity of a
transceiver by leveraging multiple antennas to simultaneously convert RF signals into data (or
vice versa), providing faster transfer speeds as a result. Think of it (loosely) as Carrier
Aggregation for antennas -- once again combining individual lanes into a single, coordinated
superhighway.

Networks must leverage MIMO antenna transmission to be technically considered 4G.

Signal BoostingSignal Boosting

Cellular equipment leverage antennas to capture RF signals

Signal amplifiers/ boosters are used in solutions designed to extend cellular coverage to areas
with spotty reception. It is important to note that this technology can only augment existing
signals, however, meaning it isn't viable in areas where there is no signal available to boost.

A key component to amplification is the ability to relay a signal from the site with good coverage
to the area with limited reception. Antenna cables must run between the two locations (the
source and the destination of the relay), which introduces an inherent limitation to cellular
amplifiers -- attenuation.attenuation.

RF signals begin to degrade when traveling over antenna cabling beyond 30 ft. This effect is
called "attenuation."

 Because of attenuation, signal boosters are often a less-than-ideal option for optimizing cellular
reception. It is with this in mind that the 6300-CX was designed to include a PoE injector by default -- it
allows the CX to be placed in an ideal location for signal strength, immediately convert the RF signal into
digital data, and then use Ethernet cabling (as opposed to antenna cabling) to relay the information into
the network.

Ethernet cables can be run much farther before any degradation occurs, meaning it can extend the
reach of cellular connectivity without having to overcome the burdens of attenuation.

Service ProvidersService Providers

Cellular Service Providers (also referred to as cellular carriers) utilize a series of towers, or cell
sites, to create a network of RF relays to which their customers can connect. The deployment of
4G networks marked a convergence of the two underlying 3G technologies: GSM and CDMA.
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The differences between the two are not relevant in a 4G environment, however the need for
ongoing 3G connectivity means that these distinctions must remain. Please refer to the tables
below for a summary of the generational standards associated with each carrier:

GSM Carriers: AT&T, T-Mobile, and (most) International ProvidersGSM Carriers: AT&T, T-Mobile, and (most) International Providers

GenerationGeneration StandardStandard

2G EDGE

3G UMTS/ HSPA

4G LTE (HSPA+)

CDMA Carriers: Verizon and SprintCDMA Carriers: Verizon and Sprint

GenerationGeneration StandardStandard

2G 1xRTT

3G EV-DO

4G LTE (high-frequency XLTE, as marketed by
Verizon)

APNsAPNs

Cellular carriers use Access Point Names (APNs) as a control mechanism to ensure only
authorized devices utilize a network's data services. It is an authentication gateway used to
cross reference a mobile device's intended settings with the ISP-defined permissions (in terms
of how it will interface with the network).

 Mobile service providers usually have multiple APNs. Devices can connect to an APN based off of
availability, or dynamically per the constraints of the corresponding mobile data plan, though
occasionally a static APNstatic APN must be set. This is configured in Accelerated View or the cellular device's local
GUI.

SIM CardsSIM Cards

Another control mechanism, the subscriber identity module (SIM) is used to associate an
individual's cellular device with the customer account assigned by the carrier network.
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It also allows users to transfer their account to new devices, assuming that the new equipment
is compatible with the same SIM standard.

 Accelerated devices us a 2FF SIM card.
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A Brief History of Mobile NetworksA Brief History of Mobile Networks

The G in 4G stands for "generation." The first generation of wireless telephones (1G1G) was
commercially introduced in the early 1980s and operated using analog technology that
predated digital telecommunication networks.

Each generation marks the recognition of new performance expectations and regulatory
standards. Not all revisions warrant the designation of a new generation, however, and sources
may refer to these interstitial advancements as subsets of the current generation (i.e. 2.5G or
3.75G).

2G2G

2G2G was the first digital implementation of wireless voice communication. It launched the GSM
standard, and its ubiquitous adoption enabled global "roaming" for the first time (letting mobile
phones connect to the network of a different carrier). 2G also introduced secure mobile data
services capable of delivering SMS text messages and multimedia messages (MMS). The first 2G
network debuted commercially in 1991 with very limited Internet access.

 CDMA was introduced during the 2G era as an alternative to GSM; it was adopted in North America and
South Korea. The two competing standards -- CDMA and GSM -- divided cellular telecommunication for
generations to come. Please refer to the Service ProvidersService Providers section of this manual for more details.
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This generation was also the first to increment in half steps. The initial rollout of 2G cellular
networks featured digital dial-up connectivity that could transfer data very slowly, though it was
expensive for users because it ate up a lot of airtime in an era when minutes were pricey. A
technology called General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) provided an always-on methodology for
the wireless transfer of information; it was considered "narrowband" (in contrast to broadband)
because of its somewhat constrained data rates yet permanent availability.

2G with GPRS is regarded as 2.5G2.5G. While it effectively quadrupled network speeds, it didn't meet
the requirements set for 3G standards. A similar half-step was bolted on to 2.5G, bringing it to
"2.75G," when Enhanced GPRS -- commonly referred to as EDGE -- further augmented transfer
speeds prior to achieving true 3G connectivity.

3G3G

A decade after the previous generation debuted commercially, 3G3G marked the arrival of mobile
broadband. While 2G peak transfer speeds capped out at a theoretical maximum roughly
between 40 to 100 Kbit/s, 3G was designed with a theoretical minimum of 144 Kbit/s. By the
time 4G was becoming commercially available, 3G connections were capable of facilitating
transfers that surpassed 10 Mbps (or 10,000 Kbps).

There were also transitional stages for 3G, as advancements in wireless technology were
incorporated into cellular networks without reaching the minimum bandwidth requirements for
4G classification (3.5G3.5G). The division between GSM and CDMA carriers persisted during this
generation; the former migrated to the Universal Mobile Telecommunications Servce (UMTS)
system -- which subsequently became HSPA+ -- and the latter turned to the EV-DO standard.

 The line between 3G and 4G is blurred by branding decisions. It is important to keep in mind that
cellular generations are labels given to networks using an amalgamation of technologies. In an effort to
set newer services apart from older ones, carriers began referring their upgraded networks as "4G"
before fully meeting the performance benchmarks of the true 4G standard.

Please read the following section to understand the distinctions between standard 4G and "true 4G"
networks.

4G4G

The requirements for 4G standards were announced in 2008, setting peak speed requirements
at 100 Mbps for high mobility connections (while in a car, for instance) and 1 Gbps -- or 1,000
Mbps -- for low mobility communication scenarios involving pedestrians and stationary
equipment. This is the latest generation of cellular transmission technology available in
commercial markets. It marks the convergence of HSPA+ (GSM) and EV-DO (CDMA) to the LTE
standard, which has since been enhanced and repackaged as LTE-Advanced.
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LTE & LTE-AdvancedLTE & LTE-Advanced

Standing for Long-Term Evolution, LTELong-Term Evolution, LTE supports global roaming for multi-band phones at
speeds that surpass what's achievable on a 3G network. As fast as LTE is, however, it isn't
capable of reaching the performance threshold set for a true 4G designation. This is why LTE is
increasingly referred to as a 3.9G3.9G standard -- it was on the cusp but not quite there.

LTE-Advanced (LTE-A)LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) took mobile networks completely away from 3G expectations. It meets all
of the requirements set for 4G connectivity while remaining backward compatible with LTE
(standard) networks, which in turn would provide support for legacy systems derived from the
old GSM and CDMA networks.

The performance boost of LTE-A is primarily driven by two new enhancements: expanded
MIMOMIMO support and Carrier AggregationCarrier Aggregation.

 Since LTE was standardized with future innovations in mind (hence the "evolutionary" element to its
name), it is categorized in a manner similar to the Ethernet categories discussed herediscussed here. Category 6 LTE is
the first LTE-A release, with Category 4 being the most prevalent categorization for standard LTE.
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Accelerated ApplicationsAccelerated Applications

Site SurveySite Survey

Power over EthernetPower over Ethernet

Carrier Smart SelectCarrier Smart Select

What is SD-WAN?What is SD-WAN?

SD-WAN is an overlay network used to build encrypted tunnels overSD-WAN is an overlay network used to build encrypted tunnels over
existing Internet circuits (public or private)existing Internet circuits (public or private)

Deployments yield a secure cloud network capable of remote orchestration,Deployments yield a secure cloud network capable of remote orchestration,
comprehensive QoS, and unlimited scalabilitycomprehensive QoS, and unlimited scalability

Overlay NetworksOverlay Networks isolate network operations from the underlying infrastructure using packet
encapsulation. Data is encapsulated before transmission, the protocol for which is determined
by the type of overlay being utilized, and it is then unwrapped ("de-encapsulated") upon
reaching its destination. SDN is the latest in a series of popular overlay technologies; previous
protocols developed for overlay networking include VPNs, VLANs, VoIP, and other virtualized
services.

 Through an SD-WAN overlay, administrators can implement a wide variety of network functions and
services to their entire organization from a centralized management plane over the public Internet.

SD-WAN offers "MPLS-like" network segregation and QoS at aSD-WAN offers "MPLS-like" network segregation and QoS at a
significantly cheaper price pointsignificantly cheaper price point

Instead of leveraging private network segments obtained from a carrier, SD-Instead of leveraging private network segments obtained from a carrier, SD-
WAN can be deployed over public Internet connectionsWAN can be deployed over public Internet connections

Multi-Protocol Label SwitchingMulti-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) networks secure total control over data traffic by tagging
packets with labels that spell out how to handle said packets. These labels simplify how packets
travel over the network; most traffic can be forwarded at the switching/ data link level (layer 2
of the OSI), using labels, instead of having to reference IP header information that would inform
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more involved traffic-shaping decisions processed at the routing/ network level (layer 3 of the
OSI).

 MPLS labels packets to establish different classes of service in the network, which can then be prioritized
to efficiently ensure quality of service (QoS).

SD-WAN refers to a Wide Area Network (WAN) that uses SoftwareSD-WAN refers to a Wide Area Network (WAN) that uses Software
Defined Networking (SDN)Defined Networking (SDN)

SDN separates the control plane from the data planeSDN separates the control plane from the data plane

Routers (and switches) enable the flow of packets over a network. When processing traffic,
there are three distinct planes of operation:

Control Plane:Control Plane: Establishes the "how" for networked communication. Transfer and Internet
Protocols are the backbone for packet control, determining where traffic is sent. Control plane
responsibilities include system configuration, management, and exchange of routing
information between networking devices (neighbor tables, link state databases, and the like) to
dynamically optimize throughput.

Data Plane:Data Plane: Also considered the Forwarding Plane, Carrier Plane, or the User Plane, it leverages
the logic established by the control plane to transmit and receive packets. Quality of Service
(QoS), filtering, queuing, policing, and other traffic-shaping behavior is handled on this plane
(because this is where the traffic is). Loosely, it contains the "what" for networked
communication.

Management Plane:Management Plane: Configures (or monitors) the control plane, including command line
interfaces (CLIs), graphical user interfaces (GUIs) and any other platform capable of pushing
changes to system settings.

 SDN abstracts the hardware-bound control plane, removing the burden from network gateways (i.e.
routers) and transferring it to a centralized software-based controller. SDN-enabled routers (commonly
referred to as "nodes") no longer need to run control protocols individually, instead outsourcing control
plane processes to be defined by software for the entire network.
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What is Policy-based routing?What is Policy-based routing?

Policy-based routing provides tools for handling data packets based onPolicy-based routing provides tools for handling data packets based on
specific source or destination criteriaspecific source or destination criteria

Why use Policy-based routing (PBR)?Why use Policy-based routing (PBR)?

Accelerated 63xx-series routers typically have two WAN Internet connections: a wired Ethernet
primary connection (DSL, broadband, fiber, etc.) and a backup LTE cellular connection. PBR
allows an admin to prioritize traffic going through the 63xx-series router so high-priority/
important traffic can go through the LTE cellular connection, while routing all other traffic
through the primary Ethernet connection

How does PBR prioritize traffic?How does PBR prioritize traffic?

PBR utilizes a 5-tuple prioritization scheme, based on the following criteria:

• Firewall zone (e.g. internal/outbound traffic, external/inbound traffic, IPSec tunnel traffic,
etc.)

• Network interface (e.g. WAN, LAN, cellular modem, etc.)
• IPv4 address
• IPv6 address
• MAC address

In addition, admins can also specify the type of protocol this PBR entry applies to (TCP, UDP,
ICMP, or all).

Configuration/setup examplesConfiguration/setup examples

The following are example setups utilizing policy-based routing to prioritize traffic from certain
source address or devices. These show the versatility that PBR offers.

Per-device Policy-based Routing with Dual WAN

Policy Routing with Dual WAN based on client MAC address

MAC address-based Policy Routing with Dual WAN

Securing SMA ConnectorsSecuring SMA Connectors
If an AT&T U110 (ASB-U110-RATT-OUS) has antennas that are coming loose from the router,
please ensure that the antennas are securely fastened to the SMA connectors.
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If the antennas are securely fastened, but the connectors themselves are loose (i.e. moving
back and forth from the back of the AT&T U110 ), the SMA connectors will need to be re-
tightened. Please refer to the following steps:

1. Ensure that the both the washer and nut are still connected to the SMA connector (as
pictured below).

2. Confirm that the nut is securely fastened to the connector, sitting firmly against the washer.

 NOTE:NOTE: Tightening should be possible without pliers. If using a tool, do not over tighten.
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